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individual  
savings aCCounts
A tax-efficient way to help you minimise the tax you pay  

a nisa way to save or invest
Alongside the major reforms announced in Budget 2014, 

from 1 July 2014 ISAs have been reformed into a simpler 

product, the ‘New ISA’ (NISA), with an overall limit of 

£15,000 per tax year. The Government has abolished the 

rule that says only half can be saved in cash.

The limits for Junior ISAs and Child Trust Funds is raised 

from £3,720 to £4,000.

nisa limits
From 1 July 2014, the overall New ISA (NISA) limit for 2014/15 

is £15,000, up from £11,880.

The NISA also offers you the option to save your whole 

NISA allowance of £15,000 in cash, stocks and shares, or 

any combination of the two. 

For example, from 1 july you can choose to  

save or invest:

n   £15,000 to a Cash NISA and nothing to a Stocks & 

Shares NISA

n    £15,000 to a Stocks & Shares NISA and nothing to a 

Cash NISA

n   £5,000 to a Cash NISA and £10,000 to a Stocks & 

Shares NISA

n   £10,000 to a Cash NISA and £5,000 to a Stocks & 

Shares NISA – a combination    of amounts between 

a Cash and Stocks & Shares NISA, up to the overall 

annual limit of £15,000

did you know?
You are able to open one Cash NISA and one Stocks & 

Shares NISA each tax year.

However, once open, you can transfer your Cash or Stocks 

& Shares NISA between providers as many times as you wish. 

Annual NISA allowances are aligned with the tax year, 

from 6 April to 5 April.

transFerring existing savings From a 
stocks & sHares nisa to a casH nisa
From 1 July 2014, any money you have in a Stocks & 

Shares NISA can be transferred to a Cash NISA. You 

should not withdraw sums from your Stocks & Shares NISA 

in order to deposit it into a Cash NISA yourself. If you do, 

any amount that you pay in will count as a fresh payment 

against the overall NISA limit of £15,000.

Source data: [1] www.hmrc.gov.uk/statistics/isas/statistics.pdf

The value of investments can go down as well as up and you may 

not get back the amount invested. The value of tax savings in an 

ISA depends on individual circumstances. Information is based on 

our current understanding of taxation legislation and regulations. 

Any levels and bases of and reliefs from taxation are subject to 

change. Although endeavours have been made to provide accurate 

and timely information, Goldmine Media cannot guarantee that 

such information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it 

will continue to be accurate in the future. No individual or company 

should act upon such information without receiving appropriate 

professional advice after a thorough review of their particular 

situation. We cannot accept responsibility for any loss as a result of 

acts or omissions.

Junior ISAs are only available to UK resident children under 18 

who do not have a Child Trust Fund (CTF). Please note that if your 

child was born between 1 September 2002 and 2 January 2011, 

the Government would have automatically opened a CTF on 

your behalf, so your child will not be eligible for a Junior ISA. The 

investment is locked away until the child reaches 18 years old.

The Financial Conduct Authority does not regulate Tax Advice and 

Cash ISAs.

Different transfer rules will apply, depending upon when you paid 

into your Stocks & Shares account, but if you put money into your 

Stocks & Shares account between April and July 2014, this sum 

must be transferred as a whole.

Other amounts from previous years may be transferred as a 

whole or in parts, as you wish; however, not all ISA providers will 

allow part transfers.
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t no one knew back in 1999 how popular individual savings accounts (isas) would become but 

with £443 billion[1] now held in isas, they’ve established themselves as a core option for saving 
and investing in a tax-efficient way to help minimise the tax you pay on the proceeds.




